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The 2004 Old Navy Field Leadership Conference is over—
and what an amazing four days it was! I hope you enjoyed
this opportunity to spend time with fellow leaders at 
Old Navy, to build upon existing relationships and to initiate
new ones as we continue this journey together.  

Each of you has the potential to be a gifted leader. By sharing
our experiences and aspirations as we did this week, we 
can better support one another in developing our gifts and
bringing our personal leadership strengths to life.

We asked you to put your notepads away so that you could
fully appreciate the conference experience. However, we
know that many of you may want to revisit that experience
and share your stories, insights and observations with
others on your management team. As promised, we’ve tried
to capture some of the conference’s great moments and
breakthrough messages here and in the enclosed DVD.

As you reflect on your time in Dallas, I hope you’ll remember
this: There has never been a better time to be a leader at 
Old Navy. Thank you all for your commitment to our shared
success. With your help, I look forward to a strong finish in
2004 and an outstanding 2005 filled with tremendous
growth, opportunity and a lot of fun!

TOM SANDS
Executive Vice President,
Stores & Operations 
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A Talent Engine to Fuel Growth
Debbie Holliday-Guibor, 

Vice President, Human Resources

Great People: Enabling Good Managers 
to be Great Leaders
Ken Seipel, Vice President, Southeast Zone

Gina Meggo, Senior Regional Director, New York City

The most important way we make a difference is by helping members of our team make
a difference. Real leadership means attracting, developing, engaging and rewarding the
talented and committed people we need.

Our Great People Strategy is focused on building a 
world-class talent engine:

• We need a constant stream of talent—people moving
in and moving up—to feed our growth.

• We need to fuel critical talent pipelines and develop
future leaders at all levels.

• We need to provide learning opportunities and
experiences that enable performance, create vibrant
careers for our employees and support the growth 
of Old Navy.

Equally critical, we must:
• Cut down on high turnover.

It is nearly impossible to develop yourself fully as a leader and maximize results when
most of your time is spent hiring and training new teammates. Fortunately, we’re seeing
that tide start to turn—but we still have plenty of work ahead of us!

In the past, we’ve also had a problem with internal
promotions—which is to say we did not have the right
developmental opportunities in place to grow our own
leaders. However, even without significant internal
support programs, many of you figured out on your own
how to ready yourselves for your next position. Since last
year’s conference, we’ve had I60 internal promotions to
the roles of General Manager, District Manager, Regional
Director, and Senior Regional Director!

I60

Gifted Leaders 

2003 I48% turnover in hourly 

employees

2004 Through August, on 

trend to deliver a II0% 

turnover this year, a 25% 

improvement over 2003

GOAL 50% turnover

I60
INTERNAL 
PROMOTIONS!

GOAL

POTENTIAL UNLIMITED 
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But there’s much more we must do! Consider this:
to support our future growth in the next four
years, factoring in a turnover rate that is half our
current trend and including all our new stores, 
we will need 3,603 leaders at all levels!

To meet this challenge, we need to create an
exciting environment where employees know right
from the start there is plenty of room for growth. 

Our talent engine is built on an extraordinary
employee experience that includes how we attract,

develop, engage and reward talented people. In
turn, these strengths provide the support needed to deliver our Brand Bond and provide
an exceptional customer and employee experience.

Old Navy has developed a
number of new and exciting
initiatives for 2005 designed
to encourage people to
envision and achieve a career
path at Old Navy. Together,
they will make each piston 
of our talent engine operate
more effectively:

Attract 
Our most important task is
attracting and selecting the

kind of people we want and need at Old Navy. Great People are critical to our success.
How are we going to accomplish this task? 

CAMPUS RECRUITMENT PROGRAM. To support growth and build a leadership
pipeline, we must leverage the power of our brand to develop a presence at key
universities while creating a vehicle to identify, attract and recruit future leaders. 
Our vision is to create an on-campus reputation that will establish Old Navy as an
employer of choice and is consistent with our position as the #I apparel brand in the
country. We must build a college-level recruiting strategy that draws students to retail
(instead of some other field) and to Old Navy.

• Encourage college juniors and sophomores to intern with Old Navy.
• Start college seniors off as entry-level Merchandise Managers; introduce them 

to the core disciplines of retail and expose them to the rhythms of our stores.

PROJECTED LEADERSHIP 
NEEDS OVER NEXT 4 YEARS

Regional Directors 8

District Managers 66

General Managers I,044

Merchandise Managers 2,485

Leaders at All Levels       3,603

TALENT ENGINE

Employee

and Retail

Talent

Market

Insights

Growth 

and

Retention

Attract
Develop

Engage

Reward



PRE-EMPLOYMENT ASSESSMENT AND SCREENING TOOL. Hiring the best people
takes a lot of your time. This new tool, slated to roll out in the second quarter of 2005,
will help you sort job candidates and separate those with real potential. It delivers an
automated applicant screening process that combines the job application, assessment
tests, background checks and tax credit paperwork into one job application submitted
via kiosk or phone.

After we get those great, new employees, how do we make an early connection with
them? The ONBOARDING INITIATIVE, launching early next year, is an interactive
experience that will generate excitement among new employees. It will give them an
understanding of Gap Inc. and Old Navy, and provide relevant training to their specific
jobs and stores:

• Applies to all brands and functions
• Specific job training—including product knowledge and customer service—

applies to Store Associates only
• Gap Inc. brand learning component, including a visual Root Learning Map, 

provides an overall understanding of the overall company 
• Includes a journey booklet providing corporate, function and brand information, 

and clear roles and responsibilities of the new employee and manager
• Provides manager talking points, a welcome video, and a video introducing Gap

Inc.’s Purpose, Values and Behaviors and the Old Navy Brand Bond

Develop 
Developing people is one of your most important tasks as a manager. One of the
difficulties you face is lack of time to do it. For both you and the associates, many times
it just seems easier to put people on the floor. To help you set your employees up for
success, Old Navy will continue to provide funded training for employees. You will have
more time to onboard new associates and develop skills in your existing teams. With the
hours funded, your job is to ensure you make the time. The benefits? Rather than “trial
by fire,” people will get more of the training they need—and the confidence they need to
stay and do the job. Time spent learning upfront is always shorter than fixing mistakes
down the road—and always a better experience for the Associate and Manager!

FUNDED IN TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR MANAGERS

• Merchandise Manager In Training. Aimed at those
individuals who have elected to make retail their first-
time career choice. Talented people who excel in the
intern program or make good Merchandise Managers
can then explore other opportunities as General
Managers and District Managers.

• General Manager in Training. This intensive 6 - 8 week
program is designed to smooth the transition from
merchandise management to store management and
ensure that every new General Manager hits the ground
running.

• District Manager in Training. In 6 - 8 weeks, training
prepares General Managers with excellent leadership
skills to manage multiple stores as a District Manager.

• Represents an $8 million investment by Old Navy

GROWTH IN FUNDED
TRAINING

2003 0 hours of training 

(any training came out 

of your hours)

2004 750,000 training hours – 

new hires, cashier training, 

processes

2003 I.5 million hours of 

training! 
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NEW STORE STRUCTURE. Piloted in 
47 stores and rolling out in February 2005,
Old Navy’s New Store Structure enables the
leadership profile that Old Navy needs to
move ahead. It allows managers to lead their
teams and empower their teams to manage
and complete tasks. Managers will spend less
time doing the hundreds of specific tasks that
store operation requires and spend more of
their time leading. The New Store Structure is
a means to an end, and that end is allowing
good managers to become great leaders.

THE MANAGEMENT PIPELINE, a definition
of all job requirements at key management
levels, is one of the most important Gap Inc.
initiatives designed to provide the fuel for our
people engine and help develop leadership
through our ranks. 

We will conduct interviews with the entire
management team—from headquarters 
to store levels—to determine the behavioral
and experience requirements for each position, the coaching needs and the rewards.
This will help us in the design of a management pipeline.

Engage 
Engagement is the extent to which people commit to something, like Old Navy, 
or to someone, like their leader. It happens on two levels—what people think about 
their work and how they feel about working here.

Engaged employees:
• Hold themselves accountable for their roles and responsibilities.
• Get involved in solving problems.
• Are comfortable asking leaders for advice.
• Enjoy coming to work.
• Treat every customer like their best customer.

Engaged leaders:
• Know the business and financial goals.
• Focus on helping to deliver results.
• Create an environment that’s fun, respectful and open-minded.
• Treat every employee like their best customer.

The Your Voice Employee Opinion Survey was pilot tested with Old Navy headquarters
employees and all field employees at the District Manager level and above in Q3.
Results show that employees feel committed and engaged with the brand, but we have
room to improve in areas like career development and work/life balance. In 2005, the
survey will roll out to all Gap Inc. employees worldwide.

Leading the Enterprise (CEO)

PASSAGE

#6

Leading the Businesses (Presidents)

Leading Functions

Leading Managers

Leading Others

PASSAGE

#5

PASSAGE

#3

PASSAGE

#1

PASSAGE

#4

PASSAGE

#2

Leading Business Groups

Leading Self
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Reward 
Different people are motivated by different mixes of financial and non-financial 
rewards. We are exploring a rewards package targeted to our employees’ specific needs.

Old Navy is committed to providing you with the tools you need to attract, develop,

engage, and reward the people you need on your team. We’re putting the tools 
out there. We are counting on you to make the best use of them. We’re counting on 
you to demonstrate that you are, indeed, a truly gifted leader.

Great people and great managers are 
the foundation of Old Navy. It is great
leaders that will move us forward,
successfully into the future. Through the
work at Gap Inc. and our Great People
Strategy at Old Navy, we have the
strategies and structure in place to
support your development as a leader.
Our goal is to enable good managers 
to become great leaders. Great leaders
develop themselves and their people to
deliver extraordinary results.

Becoming a leader remains a personal
choice. Your personal accountability to 
develop your skills is one of the key

ingredients of your success here at Old Navy. Being a great leader is not about being
perfect. It’s about achieving your personal best, inspiring your team to give its personal 
best, taking advantage of every business opportunity you can, working hard on your
personal development, being fully engaged and influencing ordinary people to achieve
extraordinary results. It is about casting a big shadow as a leader. We have invested the
resources to help take your transformation as far as you want to take it. It’s hard work,
but it’s worth the journey.

Our proposition to you: You make the commitment to grow and we will

provide you with the support and structure to enable you to achieve your

personal growth potential.

One 
Dimensional 

Manager

Multi
Dimensional 

Leader

LEADERSHIP TRANSFORMATION

“ If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, 
do more and become more, you are a leader.”   — John Quincy Adams



My Role as a Leader:
Building Relationships Through Engagement
Jenna Whitney, Director of Learning & Development

As a leader, you have more power than you may realize.
The leader is the main factor in employee satisfaction
and employee loyalty. The “boss” is the number one
reason people typically like or dislike, and stay with 
or leave a job. With this power comes responsibility. 
You strongly influence your employees’ engagement,
which impacts the work they do. Therefore, focusing 
on employees by building relationships and creating
engagement is an integral part of your job.  Engagement
is critical to your employees’ satisfaction, your store’s
performance and the growth and the future of Old Navy.

When we are engaged…
• We all understand our roles and responsibilities.
• We focus on our brand promise to “Treat every customer like our best!”
• We recognize the competition in the neighborhood and understand that we 

are a big part of what makes the difference.
• We know the importance of our financial goals. 

We are focused and committed to delivering results.
• We create an environment that is fun, ethical,

respectful, open-minded, full of quality and
balanced.

• We take advantage of the diverse talents of each
member of our team to foster creativity, effective
decision-making and problem-solving.

A 200I Gallup Study indicates that 26% of U.S.

employees are engaged, 

I9% are disengaged, and 55% are indifferent.
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OF LEADERSHIP

En·gage·ment (noun)
Webster’s Dictionary Definition:

Obtaining and holding attention. 

Old Navy Definition: An experience 

when we are so passionate,

excited and completely absorbed,

we don’t even notice time passing.

WHAT SHADOW 

DO I CAST? 
TAKE A MOMENT TO REFLECT 
ON YOUR MANAGEMENT STYLE. 

ASK YOURSELF WHAT TYPE OF
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE YOU
SUPPORT THROUGH YOUR ACTIONS.

The Power 
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“A good leader inspires others with confidence in him; a great
leader inspires them with confidence in themselves.” 

— Franklin D. Roosevelt

What Does Engagement Look Like?

When employees are engaged and have a strong emotional connection 

to their work, they are more productive, loyal and accountable, and

customer loyalty is higher.

ENGAGED

“I can’t believe my shift is over already! That went so fast!”
“We’re exceeding our sales goals this month. The changes we are making seem
to be working.”

“This is my summer job. But while I’m here, I might as well do my best. It’s more 
fun that way!”

INDIFFERENT

“I don’t really understand why we need to know about numbers. 
That’s my manager’s responsibility.”

“It’s a job. I show up, do what I have to do, and go home.”
“I don’t make eye contact with all the customers, but I help them when they ask me.”

DISENGAGED

“Someday I’m going to get a real job!”
“I don’t care if we meet our numbers. I’m just here to make money.”
“I’ve got something else I’d rather do tomorrow. I’ll call in sick.”

Disengaged/indifferent employees miss more work, are less productive,

cause customer dissatisfaction and are not loyal.
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Measuring Success
Patti Johnson, Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer

Understanding the bottom line requires more than looking at the financial statements.
To make it all fit together in the context of the organization, we should look at our
business through the prism of Gap Inc.’s four distinctive behaviors: Explore, Create,
Exceed, Together. Each of these behaviors captures something we are doing at Old Navy
essential to driving our key metrics. These aren’t just abstract behaviors; they are the
ideas that make the numbers add up. They are how we can truly measure success.

EXPLORE is the way we use internal 
and external sources to learn more about 
our company. Customer and Pass-It-On 
Surveys are important for telling us what’s
working and how we can improve.

CREATE encompasses the many, 
many initiatives we’ve been rolling out
—all critical to creating an extraordinary
employee and customer experience. 

EXCEED—Can we exceed our projections
each month? Having a financial goal is paramount to developing a long-term strategy.

TOGETHER is where everything gets tallied. When we aggregate our efforts, the results 
are pretty spectacular. 

Explore
“I don’t believe in the no-win scenario.”

—Captain James T. Kirk of the U.S.S. Enterprise

Old Navy is constantly exploring new ways to improve. We do that mostly by observing
and learning. We learn from you by looking inside the company and we learn from
outside by acting on what our customers tell us. By looking both internally and
externally, we can more effectively assess our business and seek ways to improve it. 

• Our Consumer Insights Survey doesn’t just gauge if our customers are happy, 
it accesses their insights to help us improve our business and our financial 
results. It is as much an exercise in strategy as in customer service. Our Consumer
Insights Survey told us, for example, that we needed to fine-tune our product 
and merchandising for the very important teen demographic. In response, we
strengthened our teen fit and assortment, including extending our range of sizes 
to feature a size 0 and an extra-extra-small fit.

Creating an 
EXTRAORDINARY EMPLOYEE 
& CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Explore Create Exceed Together
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• Nearly all of you fill out our Pass-It-On Survey each quarter—providing us with
invaluable and profitable ideas and solutions. You told us, for instance, our Capri
pants were too long. Acting on your advice, we made our Capri pants shorter, 
and increased the amount of our shorter 24” Capris in-store from 50% to 70%. 

You passed it on—helping us explore and expand our business.

Create
“Great things are done by a series of small things brought together.”

—Vincent Van Gogh

Old Navy is an incredibly creative company. Yet all of the things we create together
could not be achieved without the efforts of each one of us. From Door-to-Floor to our
I0th Birthday Celebration to our Women’s Plus, we’re launching new initiatives, best
practices, and new products that help fulfill Old Navy’s promise of making the ordinary
extraordinary.

The Fashion Size Initiative is another example our of shared creativity. You’ve told us
many times through our Pass-It-On Surveys that size availability is a problem. It’s also 
a terrific opportunity.

SIZE MATTERS—FASHION SIZE INITIATIVE

Localization is a critical issue for all of you. Its purpose is to make sure that you have
the merchandise you need to serve your specific customer. This happens in many ways.
The Fashion Size Initiative is about getting the right sizes for your customers in each of
your stores.

OPPORTUNITY:

• Currently, one national size scale is used to distribute to all stores.
• Approximately half our stores have distinct, predictable size biases.

OBJECTIVE:

Improve sales and gross margin by allocating and replenishing inventory based on 
a store’s individual store bias. Improve the customer experience by making sure the
product they want is available in the size they need.

APPROACH:

New methods and tools to size, pack, initially distribute and replenish to a store’s size bias 

SIZE-ENABLED ADULT INVENTORY

SUMMER
2004

Women’s 
Knits

Women’s Active
—Graphic T’s

FALL 
2004

Men’s Knits
Men’s Logo

HOLIDAY
2004

Women’s 
Active

Performance
Fleece

Men’s Active
Performance

Fleece

SPRING 
2005

Women’s
Bottoms
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The bottom line is you will receive more of the sizes you need and less of the sizes 
you don’t. 

FASHION SIZE INITIATIVE DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

• Clustering. Group stores based on similar size behavior year-over-year for 
a department, or class into “clusters.”

• Size. Determine size profile for each cluster.
• Initial Allocation is based on a store’s individual size bias.
• Replenishment is based on past selling performance where stores receive 

inventory based on their size bias.

Progress-To-Date: I0% of adult inventory has been “size-enabled” for 2004 and 
will grow significantly by Holiday 2005!

Exceed
“Obstacles are what you see when you take your eyes off the goal.”

—Vince Lombardi

Our efforts to produce the best results and exceed should become a habit, a long-term
goal. Where we’ve been is important—but not nearly as important as where we’re going.

2nd Quarter Film Review
PRODUCT NEWNESS

• Opportunity to further differentiate
Summer flows and Fall transition

TRAFFIC & MARKETING

• Competitors messaged earlier and more
aggressively 

• Re-assess timing and focus of messages
in June and July

AVERAGE UNIT RETAIL

• Deeper markdowns on Summer 
clearance and mix of merchandise drove 
a decline in AUR.

FUN

• Opportunity to increase “FUN” in Q2,
similar to I0th birthday party event, 
which drove fun, excitement, traffic and
sales in QI
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2ND HALF PLAYBOOK

49 New Store Openings

New Advertising Campaign

Cross-Brand Credit Card Launch

48-Hour Transition

Gifting Strategy

Spring Product Flow

IST HALF PERFORMANCE 
VARIANCE IN PLAN:

QI Q2 First Half 

Sales SAT BT AT

Traffic SAT BT OT

Margin $ SAT BT OT

Expenses SAT AT AT

Earnings SAT BT AT



Together
“None of us will succeed individually until we all succeed as a team.”

—Paul Pressler, CEO Gap Inc.

The entire Old Navy Leadership Team believes in our organization as a team. How we
did as a team is our most important yardstick. Our Drive for 5 strategies make it easier
to perform as a team, and our new initiatives will make the biggest difference when we
execute as a team.

Every additional sale, every extra conversion, every added item in a customer’s bag—
together—create an impact that can be measured, felt and accounted. This is what it
means to exceed together. 
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WHAT WE’VE ACHIEVED TOGETHER

• We’ve sold 2.3 million pairs of flip 

flops—enough for every man, woman 

and child in Dallas, Texas.

• We’ve sold 7.I million pairs of 5-pocket

jeans—equivalent to the length of the

Mississippi River!

• We welcomed some 203 million 

customers into our Old Navy stores in 

just the first half of 2004—roughly 

70% of the American population.

• WE ARE ABOUT TO BECOME AN

ORGANIZATION OF 900 STORES—WE

HAVE THE CAPACITY TO PRODUCE HUGE

RESULTS WHEN WE WORK TOGETHER!

“The big secret in life is that there is no big secret.  Whatever your
goal, you can get there if you’re willing to work.”             — Oprah Winfrey 

We did 80 million

transactions—approximately 

one transaction for every 

person living in New York,

California, Illinois and Texas!



You Make The Difference
Lynn Albright, Vice President, Northeast Zone

Jeff Flowers, Senior Regional Director, Texas

You may think, “I’m leading just one Old Navy store among hundreds, how much
difference can I really make?” The answer is that you, and your team under your gifted
leadership, can make a HUGE difference in delivering Great Sales! When we harness the
power of each individual store, our collective results are staggering. Sell one more pair
of jeans, convert one more customer, make one more sale…these might seem like small
transactions, little numbers, but they really add up!

These are numbers you can control; our goal is to provide
you with tools to help you drive those numbers.

How can we continue to drive our numbers and deliver
great sales? We have to do more than work hard and cross
our fingers. Here are some fundamental questions retail
leaders should be asking themselves:

• How can we power up our sales during the busiest
weekends?

• How can we coordinate our marketing and planning
around the busiest and highest traffic times of the
year?

• How can we leverage the power of our brands to
attract and retain more loyal customers?

• How can we improve our communications so that you
know where you stand and what goals the company has planned?

• What tools do you need to evaluate your results in driving profitable sales?

These are not rhetorical questions. These are the questions that our competition 
asks every day, and we must do the same. Leaders don’t just work hard and wiggle 
their noses, hoping that sales and traffic will suddenly pick up: 

• They strive to exceed their goals by mobilizing a set of skills and by aligning their 
teams around what they are trying to achieve.

• They create a vision, and rally their teams to work together in achieving their goals. 
• They explore ways to beat last year’s numbers by motivating their employees and

setting their teams up for success. 
• They create growth opportunities by taking advantage of the resources available to

make their stores easier to run and easier to deliver results. We want to give you
resources around which you can rally your teams. We want to give you the power!
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Delivering

JUST LOOK AT WHAT
WOULD HAPPEN IF EACH
OLD NAVY STORE:

• Sells one more unit to every 

5th shopper—we ring up 

$II5 million more in sales!

• Converts one more shopper 

per hour—we realize $59

million in additional sales!

• If each employee signs up one

more ONA per week, that’s

another $36 million in sales!

GREAT SALES



That means giving you goals, plans, knowledge, coordinated events, 20/20 focus when
it really counts. The ability to dream…how high is high? What is the value of a gifted
leader and a motivated team? Priceless.

We’ve unleashed two initiatives that should demonstrate how our combined efforts
create real opportunities for management leadership: Power Events and the Cross-
Brand Credit Card. These represent a partnership between headquarters and the field
and can help you lead your teams to deliver sales goals across the organization. These

are initiatives you can rally your team around to
make your sales numbers soar!

Powerful Power Events
Old Navy’s Power Events really illustrate the
power of aligning the efforts of everyone at 
Old Navy, headquarters and the field to focus 
on high traffic times to boost sales. Power 
Events offer a system for our stores to plan

ahead. To let you coordinate your efforts with real insight into what matters to the
company. To let you know what goals we are pursuing as an organization. And then 
to let you organize your team and your store, with your own creative style to exceed
our sales goals.

The Power Events executed this
year—Memorial Day and Labor Day
—were something of a test. When 
you look at the numbers that the
stores controlled, there is no question
Power Events made a difference.
A commendable result for our
first run!  
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FORECASTED 
CONVERSION 38.8%
39.4% ACTUAL

CONVERSION

+I.4% VARIANCE

2.9FORECASTED UPT

3.88 ACTUAL UPT

LABOR DAY  
RESULTS= 

38.8%
39.4%

2.93.88
LABOR DAY  
RESULTS=
EXCEEDED UPT AND UOT
GOALS, UOT MORE THAN 

5% OVER GOAL! +I.9% VARIANCE
Increased conversion and UPT drove 
an additional $2.2 million in incremental
sales.  



Despite external factors that impacted sales, the store
controllable data—the difference you made—is very
encouraging. By focusing on the controllables in a coordinated
way, you generated millions of dollars to the bottom line that
we would never have had without the Power Events.

In 2005, we’re exploring Power Event opportunities for
Memorial Day, 4th of July, Labor Day, Holiday, Easter, and
Boxing Day in Canada, the busiest day of the year for our
Canadian stores.

Cross-Brand Credit Card—The Power 
of All Our Brands
Our newly-launched Cross-Brand Credit Card gives you the ability at an individual store
level to leverage our brand and drive incremental sales. With your help, and a direct
mail push to 7.5 million customers, we will convert millions of existing customers and

add many new ones over the next few months. Why
not take the power of all our brands —Gap, Banana
Republic and Old Navy—and concentrate it in the hands
of our customers? 

Customer research suggests that the Cross-Brand
Credit Card will not only boost sales at Old Navy, 
but have a real influence on shoppers who “trade up”
or “trade down” to other value players for certain

purchases. Our goal is to keep those customers in the family and make them 
feel welcome at any of our stores. And remember: our credit card customers are among

the very best across the company, spending almost twice as much as non-cardholders.

The Cross-Brand Credit Card is helping to create 
life cycle customers—customers who stay with us and
take advantage of our incentive to earn and redeem.
We’re projecting big things!

The Cross-Brand Credit
Card also allows us to do
something no other
retailer can do: draw
together the power of
three brands allowing
them to exceed together.

These two great, well-tested initiatives—Power Events and
the Cross-Brand Credit Card—plus many new in-store ideas
that provide fun for our store teams and our customers—
offer you amazing opportunities to display your leadership,
and experience great sales in the coming year!
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THE POWER OF
COORDINATED SALES

$2000
EXTRA PER STORE/DAY=

FOR EVERY CROSS-BRAND 
ACCOUNT WE SIGN UP, 
WE EXPERIENCE:

A 25% increase in conversion

during the launch phase.

An additional $66 million in

incremental profit for Old Navy 

in the next five years!
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Operating Strategy
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THE POWER OF
COORDINATED SALES

$2000 
EXTRA PER STORE/DAY=

$5.I MILLION
EXTRA SALES!

STRENGTHENING OUR 

FOUNDATION SO THAT 

WE CAN GROW



Operations/Communications Update
Mary Walter, Vice President, Operations & Communications

Lloyd Godfrey, Senior Director, Logistics & Facilities

Joel Sjostrom, Senior Director, Customer Service & Labor Management

Holly Duncan, Director of Field Communications

Old Navy’s Operations & Communications team is working to help you deliver the promise
of Drive for Five. Our goal is to work together to create the Simplest Store to Operate.

Establishing two-way dialogue is critical to a working partnership. This means:

• Headquarters develops strategy and makes decisions with your input.
• Listening to you is as important as telling you what we want to achieve.
• A constant flow of ideas, feedback, and communication. 
• Talking to one another as a deliberate management strategy.
• Continually flipping our radios between “transmit” and “receive.”

You’ve already come a long way toward achieving “Simplest Store to Operate.” Through
ongoing, interactive dialogue and new initiatives designed to make the complicated
simple, we expect your store’s progress to soar!

Great Running Stores  
How do we make it easier to create Great Running Stores? By
developing, testing and communicating practices that take complicated
processes and make them simple. We know we’re on the right track
when we look at how you made our first Best Practice—Door to Floor—
such an extraordinary success. 

You showed your teams this was a way of directly creating Great
Running Stores that make the Great Customer Experience possible.

Through teamwork and training, we established a new standard for how to introduce 
a Best Practice. 

The numbers on Door-to-Floor say this Best Practice made us more
efficient and productive:

• The average store is using 8 Associates now dedicated to
shipping; before Door-to-Floor, you were using just 4—6.
You’ve effectively doubled the effort on shipping.

• Our UPH is at I32; not long ago, we were at just 76—a 70%
increase!

• Shipping process is completed in 5-I/2 hours; last year, shipping
could take anywhere from 8 to 48 hours.

• Increased pride and professionalism, certification
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The Simplest  
STORE TO OPERATE
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2005 Great Running Stores Initiatives

Door-to-Floor proves the broad goals of Drive for Five are working
together. Our goal is to take the pursuit of Best Practices even
further:

CLEARANCE/MARKDOWN BEST PRACTICE. 94 stores helped
test our new clearance strategy, and reaction was extremely positive.

This markdown and clearance process provides better value for our
customers and is easier to execute for our employees. Test
stores utilized just three “percentage off” groupings: 30% or
more, 50% or more, 75% or more, and received new labels,
labeling guns and signage. The initial results are encouraging:

• Gross margin was 20.4% higher in test stores. This
translates to $30.5 million in earnings outstanding!

Our goal is to launch Phase One in November with in-store
signage, new label guns, new signs and updated reporting to
help you capture additional profit during your holiday season.

Once minor adjustments are made (e.g. exploring a LRT scanner gun with hip 
printer), the true Clearance Best Practice will roll out quickly. It will be introduced in 
all stores by Q2.

REPLENISHMENT BEST PRACTICE. Our goal is to establish a
replenishment process that creates an extraordinary experience for
every customer and have it in place by next Spring.  We are working
with a group of stress test stores to develop a company-wide Best
Practice as effective as Door-to-Floor. 

NEW STORE OPENING BEST PRACTICE. We are creating a Best
Practice, which includes new store opening training, that effectively
becomes a “grand opening in a box” to support the 97 new Old Navy
stores slated to open in 2005. 

Great Customer Service
Small changes to store environment can have a huge impact on
the customer experience. Case in point: our new mesh bags,
staff name badges, end-of-day hold policy and our POSabilities
rollout. Simple things done right that make a difference. 

Drive for Five is an integrated strategy.  And the connection
between our employees and our customers is integral to its
success. 

20.4%
HIGHER BUILD

$30.5
MILLION IN EARNINGS 

20.4%
HIGHER BUILD

$30.5
MILLION IN EARNINGS 



Great Customer Service Initiatives for 2005

CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER. As we launch the New Store Structure, we will
introduce the position of Customer Service Manager into each store.

HOLIDAY LABOR PLAN. In addition to continuing to fund onboarding training for all
new associates, Old Navy has put in place the most extensive holiday labor plan in our
history. We are devoting an additional 250,000 hours of training—a budget of $2.I
million in additional payroll above and beyond our matrix! This additional funding will
support training for 48-Hour Transition and the seasonal inventory build. Some new
funding is allocated for inventory build from second week of October through
Doorbuster Friday—the day after Thanksgiving. December payroll will be reallocated
with more funding in weeks I and 2 than the end of the month. 

UPDATING STAFFWORKS. To reflect the New Store Structure,
we are updating the Staffworks scheduling system. The system—
already piloted in five districts—will be fully aligned with the
Factors database and your daily payroll planner (DPP). 

NEW PRE-OPENING BUDGETS. We are totally rebuilding our
pre-opening payroll budgets for new stores. New store openings
in Canada and elsewhere this year offered us significant insight.
Based on those experiences, we are offering more sufficient and
realistic budgets.

FITTING ROOM IMPROVEMENTS. Currently, our fitting room
process focuses solely on loss prevention. A new service model

and physical layout is under consideration designed to make it easier to process items
that need to be returned to the floor. We are also exploring service call buttons in the
fitting rooms and pricing to move product back to shelves quickly. 

NEW CASHWRAP DESIGN. Our new cashwrap design will make it easier to achieve
60-second checkout and reduce wait time in the customer queue. Akin to a grocery-
store design with a flatbed scanner and drop-in bag well, the new technology enables
“drag and bag” processing. A prototype was unveiled at the Field Leadership
Conference. 

Great Communication
To improve communication between headquarters and the field, we conducted focus
groups with Old Navy team members in every zone in July. In August, we surveyed more
than I,000 employees from Sales Associates to Regional Directors across the entire
fleet. Based on that feedback, our communications goal over the next year is to make
our messages to you:

• More concise.
• More tied in to the “big picture.”
• Easy to understand.
• Less repetitive.
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HOLIDAY 2005 

250,000
HOURS OF TRAINING 

= EXTRAORDINARY
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

HOLIDAY 2005 

250,000
HOURS OF TRAINING

= EXTRAORDINARY
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE



STRATEGIES:

• More segmented communications
• Better tools to execute company initiatives 
• Accurate delivery of information

Our strategy and approach pays greater attention to matching information to the
various audiences who use it.

In the coming year, you will see more planful, staggered, and segmented communication
packages for our Power events, Best Practice rollouts, customer service programs, the
new store structure and 48-hour transition to support your store’s flawless execution.
The information you need to run your business will be more clear, concise and relevant.
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HOW LEADERS COMMUNICATE

✓ Include employees in goal-setting.

✓ Give frequent and meaningful recognition for a job well done.

✓ Interact with employees on an informal basis.

✓ Go to employees’ work area. Meet them on their own turf.

✓ Ask for team’s opinion and listen with an open mind. Try to understand their point 

of view.

✓ Share non-confidential information with teams and ask for their input and response

on issues.

✓ Offset demoralizing actions and events by emphasizing what went well. Use the

experience as a learning opportunity.

✓ Listen 80% of the time and talk 20%.

✓ Ask employees what rumors they have heard and address them.

✓ Get into the “trenches” with your teams. Look for opportunities to understand their

roles better.

✓ Give information to teams after management meetings.

✓ Ask your team, “Have I made our vision, mission and goals clear and understandable?”

✓ Ask your team, “What can I do to help you with your job, and what am I doing that gets

in your way?”

✓ Ask you team, “What is making our customers the most and least satisfied?”

✓ Praise in public and give feedback in private.

✓ Find something to like about everyone you work with.

✓ Actively make a point of speaking to all team members every day.

✓ Build bridges with people with whom you are uncomfortable.

✓ Set goals each month on ways to accomplish “Managing by Walking Around.”

✓ Occasionally have lunch with team members. Use this as an opportunity to build trust.

Source: Robin Reid, © I999 Reid Moomaugh & Associates



New Communications Initiatives
We’re still poring through the research and working on developing strategies that
respond to your needs. Some changes, however, are already in the works:

ASSOCIATE COMMUNICATIONS

• Provide more copies of the 4II. 
• Increase the frequency of the After Hours CD to keep the content fresh.
• Continue to make the Communications Pit Stop a valuable resource for information

about Drive for Five. 

GENERAL MANAGER COMMUNICATIONS

We recognize that StoreNet is not a perfect system, and we are working with our 
IT partners to develop a better long-term solution. In the short term, there are ways 
we can be smarter about communicating with you:

• Tag messages by intended recipient. 
• Clarify the content of the message in the headline. 
• Segment messages by day of the week. 
• Provide a simpler calendar that combines various sources of information and

ideally includes everything you need to know about running your store. 

Similarly, we are investigating solutions for District Managers and Regional Directors
specific to their needs.

Communication is a company-wide responsibility for our leaders. If you want to become
a leader of the organization, then you must make communication as important as sales
figures or retaining employees. 

Evolving from a good manager to a great leader requires working on how you
communicate to those who look to you for guidance. In fact, many of our problems with
underperforming associates stems from the fact that they don’t understand what was
expected of them or what they were responsible for. Communication means helping
people understand what their priorities are. The better we communicate, the clearer 
our message, and the closer we work together to achieve our goals.
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“You can have brilliant ideas but if you can’t get them across ,   
your ideas won’t get you anywhere.”                        — Lee Iacoca 



A Round of Applause, Please
Oh, what a year it’s been. We’ve accomplished amazing things in the last I2 months as we’ve
traveled the road from good to great. And we have even more to look forward to as we continue
on this journey toward making the ordinary extraordinary. Give yourself a hand because without
all of you, we couldn’t have made it happen! 

Ready to celebrate? Just look at all you’ve done in your stores since Drive for 5 was announced
one short year ago:

MY HOW WE’VE GROWN

• 242 stores launched Maternity.
• 69 stores rolled out Women’s Plus.
• 68 new stores opened in 2004—858 stores total by end of 2004.
• 5,400 employees joined us in our new stores.
• 8 new stores opened in Quebec.
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IN REVIEW
The Year

GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE

• 37,438 employees celebrated new name badges and casual dress code.
• Friendly, Available, Quick (FAQ) customer service model launched.
• New Merchandise Hold Policy was put in place.
• Unhappy customer calls were reduced by 36%.
• New mesh bags were introduced.
• We added 5,200 new cash registers.
• Old Navy instituted free online shipping—online orders went from 600

per week to 6000!

GREAT RUNNING STORES

• Door-to-Floor became a universal Best Practice:
– Certified more than 8,000 employees
– Delivered over I2,000 shipment carts
– Improved our efficiency by 7I%

• Stress test stores across the country helped shape Best Practices.
• New and improved Communications Pit Stop was introduced.
• I-procurement launched to improve supply ordering process.



GREAT LOOKING STORES

• 32 stores received a facelift.
• Superball machines placed in every store
• January tune-up 
• Back-to-School denim set-up and replenishment
• Completed back of house refresh

GREAT SALES

• Launched powerful Power Events:
– Memorial Day store-controllable goals exceeded: 

UOT+3.3%, Conversion I.4
– 6I0,000 pairs of flip-flops sold in 2 days
– Labor Day exceeded store-controllable goals: 

UOT+5.5% UPT +5.9%
• Friends & Family Back-To-School – 33% increase over 2003
• I0th Birthday Celebration – II% comp
• Stuff & Save Promotion – opened I89,000 additional accounts, 

I% conversion
• Cross-Brand Credit Card launched

GREAT PEOPLE

• Funded training for Sales Associates for:
– New Registers
– Door-to-Floor
– Onboarding
– Friendly, Available, Quick 
– Cross-Brand Credit Card

• I56 stores converted to New Store Structure 

Congratulations Old Navy, on a year of extraordinary

accomplishments!
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